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It is interesting to compare these results with ITG and
short wave length ITG mores in sheared slab geometry. It
is left for future work.
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where the ion and electron pressure are evaluated by using
the linear <fistribution function such as
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The nonlinear simulation is petfonned using the
spectrnl core. The minimum wavenumbers are
k xOPi =0.1, k )OPi =0.1, k zOP i= 0.01 , respectively and
8 x 128 x 16 Fourier mores are used. Other parameters
are given by 't= 1, mJ me = 1836, Pit L n=0.2,Qf / 10 .
Figure 1 shows the time evolution of 20 spectra of the
potential energy in the case with k Pi =03 . Time slices
at Qit = 100,200,300,350 are plotted. The inverse
cascare occurs in the longest wavelength region. The
another peak appears in the short wavelength region.
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where the first tenn in the left hand sire represents the dift
wave energy and the second tenn the convective cell energy.
1D and 2D energy spectra of the potential energy and fl ux
are defined by
with
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where the linear gyrokinetic response is used as a closure
for e<pations and the ion gyro frequency Qi and ion
Lamar racfius Pi are used for nonnalizations. Zi,e is the
plasma aspersion function with the argument
ti,e = OJ / (k IIVthi the) r Ok,lk = IO,I(b )e- b i with
b i =kipr/2 and A2 =(Qf / 2 with 't= Te / Ti .
In the limit of fl e =1'li =0 and 1« t i, te « 1 for
k II 0, the energy conservation relation is written as
The numerical simulation is petfonned to
investigate the cascare and inverse cascare in multiple-scale
turbulence. We consirer the neighboring turbulence such as
ITG and the short wavelength ITG morel). The kinetic-
fluid equations for the ion rensity nk and the electrostatic
potential <Pk' which are relevant to rescribe ITG and the
short wavelength ITG more in shearless slab geometry are
given by
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